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Abstract. Diversity is a fundamental concept used to reduce
the adverse effects of fading in wireless communications. Differential full diversity spatial modulation (DFD-SM) is a differential spatial modulation (DSM) scheme that makes use
of a cyclic signaling phase shift keying (PSK) constellation
to achieve transmit diversity. In this paper, firstly, we extend
the work of DFD-SM to improve its throughput and/or error
performance, by making use of an amplitude phase shift keying (APSK) constellation. Next, a power allocation concept
(PAC) based on generalized differential modulation (GDM) is
applied to DFD-SM using APSK. Finally we derive a theoretical upper bound on the average bit error probability (ABEP)
for DFD-SM using APSK. It is shown through Monte Carlo
simulations that the proposed DFD-SM using APSK scheme
outperforms conventional DFD-SM by approximately 1 dB
at the same throughput, and that the proposed power allocation scheme provides an approximate 3 dB gain over the
conventional scheme.

Keywords
Spatial Modulation (SM), differential spatial modulation (DSM), full transmit diversity, amplitude phase
shift keying (APSK)

1. Introduction
Spatial modulation (SM) [1] is a multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) scheme that shows great promise
for future wireless communication standards. In SM, information bits are partitioned into two parts. The first partition
explicitly modulates the information bits to the symbols to
be transmitted while the second partition implicitly conveys
information bits based on the activation order of the transmit
antennas. By having only a single transmit antenna active at
any given instant in time, inter-channel interference (ICI) and
inter-antenna synchronization (IAS) are entirely avoided [1].
SM however, requires full knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) at the receiver, which can be complicated to
implement and adds to the system’s overhead and complexity [2], [3].
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As a result, differential spatial modulation (DSM)
[2], [3] has been recently introduced. DSM eliminates the
need for CSI, while maintaining the single transmit antenna
property [3]. Consider an NR × NT DSM MIMO system [3], where NR and NT represent the total number of
available receive and transmit antennas, respectively. DSM
works for any constant value energy constellation, with Mary phase shift keying (M-PSK) being the prevalent choice
in literature [2–7]. DSM [3] has a spectral efficiency of

blog2 (NT !)c + NT log2 (M) /NT bits/s/Hz, where b·c denotes the floor function. It is observed that the low complexity implementation at the receiver of DSM comes at a performance cost, as a 3 dB penalty is incurred, when compared
to coherent SM [3]. DSM is capable of achieving receiver
diversity of order NR [4], which is the same as SM [1] and
no transmit diversity. In order to improve error performance,
multiple schemes that aim to achieve transmit diversity have
been proposed [5–7] and will be briefly discussed.
In [5], a unified DSM (U-DSM) scheme which made
use of a complex valued set of antenna index matrices was
introduced. The number of redundant symbols transmitted
by the DSM encoder is a design variable and could allow for
transmit diversity gains at a reduced data rate. Thus a flexible rate-diversity tradeoff is achieved [5]. The system has

a spectral efficiency of blog2 (NT !)c + NT log2 (M)/d /NT
bits/s/Hz, where d, 1 ≤ d ≤ NT , is the transmit diversity order of the system. U-DSM is capable of achieving a diversity
order of dNR .
Differential full diversity spatial modulation (DFD-SM)
in [6] proposed an NR × 2 DSM scheme which uses a set of L
distinct cyclic unitary matrices to achieve full diversity. Two
M-PSK (L = M) symbols are transmitted per block conveying log2 (L) information bits. The data rate is thus lower
than that of [2], with a spectral efficiency of (1 + log2 (L))/2
bits/s/Hz. DFD-SM ensures a diversity order of 2NR .
Field extension based DSM (FE-DSM) was proposed
in [7] and develops a systematic design methodology to work
for an arbitrary number of transmit antennas. FE-DSM transmits a single M-PSK symbol per space-time block and is
thus able to achieve a diversity order of NR NT at the cost of
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DSM
Scheme
DSM [2]
DSM [3]
U-DSM [5]
DFD-SM [6]
FE-DSM [7]
DSM using APSK method 1 [10]
DSM using APSK method 2 [10]
High Rate DSM using APSK [11]

No. of
Transmit Antennas
2
NT
NT
2
NT
NT
NT
NT

Spectral Efficiency
[bits/s/Hz]

1 + 2 log2 (M) /2

blog2 (NT !)c + NT log2 (M) /NT

blog2 (NT !)c + NT log2 (M)/d /NT , 1 ≤ d ≤ NT

1 + log2 (M) /2
log2 (M NT )/NT

blog2 (NT !)c + NT log2 (M) + 1 /NT

blog2 (NT !)c + NT log2 (M) + NT /NT

blog2 (NT !)c + NT log2 (M) + 2NT /NT

Diversity
Order
NR
NR
dNR
2NR
NT NR
NR
NR
NR

Tab. 1. Comparison between existing DSM schemes.

The second method involved toggling each symbol’s amplitude independently, thus allowing for an additional NT
bits. The spectral efficiency of the second method is

blog2 (NT !)c + NT log2 (M) + NT /NT bits/s/Hz and thus
achieves a higher throughput when compared to the first
method, albeit, the computational complexity at the receiver
is higher.
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Fig. 1. 16 − 16 APSK constellation.

a reduced spectral efficiency of log2 (M NT )/NT bits/s/Hz.
In favorable channel conditions, a rate-diversity trade-off
scheme for FE-DSM was also introduced [7].
The schemes proposed in [2–7] utilize a unit M-PSK
constellation so as to avoid power fluctuations during the differential encoding process. Differentially encoded amplitude
phase shift keying (APSK) is an attractive alternative to differentially encoded M-PSK, as it has been seen to perform
well in fading channels [8]. Xia in [9] proposed a differential scheme for Alamouti’s orthogonal space–time block code
using APSK. The APSK constellation comprises of two independent M-PSK constellations and a single amplitude shift
keying (ASK) constellation [9]. Figure 1 illustrates a 16 − 16
APSK constellation, where r L and r H denote the low and
high amplitudes of the APSK constellation. L − L APSK has
a higher spectral efficiency when compared to M-PSK, since
an additional information bit is used to toggle the amplitude
of the symbols.
Martin in [10] implemented a DSM system that incorporates an L − L APSK constellation. Two methods to
differentially encode the amplitude of the transmitted symbols were introduced. The first method toggled the amplitude of all symbols being transmitted simultaneously by
using a single information bit, resulting in a spectral ef
ficiency of blog2 (NT !)c + NT log2 (M) + 1 /NT bits/s/Hz.

Extending the work of the second method from [10],
a high-rate APSK DSM scheme was introduced in [11].
The APSK constellation comprises of four amplitude levels, thus allowing for a higher spectral efficiency of

blog2 (NT !)c + NT log2 (M) + 2NT /NT bits/s/Hz to be obtained. The system is seen to outperform [10] at the same
throughput. A summary of all the presented DSM schemes
can be found in Tab. 1.
When conventional differential modulation (CDM) is
used, an approximate penalty of 3 dB is always incurred when
compared to its coherent counterpart [12–14]. This is due
to the nature of differential detection, which uses the noisy
received signal from the preceding transmission to estimate
the information contained in the current transmission, effectively doubling the noise power. In order to improve the error
performance of CDM and reduce this 3 dB penalty, a generalized differential modulation (GDM) scheme was introduced
in [12–14]. In GDM, a frame is split up into two parts,
namely a reference part and a normal part. Both the reference and normal parts convey information. The reference
block differentially encodes the normal blocks in the current
frame and the reference block in the subsequent frame as
opposed to CDM, which uses the previous block as a differential reference for the current block, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
More power is allocated to the reference part as compared
to the normal part, in order to improve the system’s error
performance. It can be seen, that for a large enough frame
length, the error performance of GDM can almost approach
that of coherent detection [12–14].
Extending the work of GDM, a novel power allocation concept (PAC) was introduced in [15] for DFD-SM. The
PAC uses a similar structure to GDM, however, only the normal blocks transmit information. A simplified framework
was presented in order to find the optimal power distribution among the normal and reference blocks to achieve the
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Notation used in this paper: Bold upper/lower case
letters represent matrices/vectors. (·) T , (·) H , and (·) ∗ represent the transpose, Hermitian and complex conjugate operations, respectively. Tr(X) denotes the trace operation and
||·|| 2F denotes the Frobenius norm. arg max and arg min returns the maximum and minimum argument passed to it,
respectively and (·)!! denotes the double factorial operator.
 2
R∞
Q(x) = √1
exp − t2 dt denotes the Gaussian error func2π

x

tion and EH [·] denotes the expectation over the fading channel H.

2. System Model

Fig. 2. Comparison between CDM, GDM and the PAC.

best error performance. The PAC can be applied to any differential modulation scheme [15], provided a unit M-PSK
constellation is used. Figure 2 illustrates the differential encoding procedures of CDM, GDM and the PAC. It can be
observed that the PAC transmits each frame independently of
the preceding frame, when compared to CDM and GDM.
Although the DSM schemes that incorporate transmit
diversity techniques [5–7] or an APSK constellation [10],
[11] display superior error performance over conventional
DSM [2], [3], their true error performance potential is not
realized, since they will always incur a penalty of approximately 3 dB when compared to their coherent equivalents.
From Tab. 1, it can be observed that no DSM scheme using
APSK (non M-PSK) is yet to achieve full diversity. The work
of [9–11] motivates us to utilize an APSK constellation with
DFD-SM [6] to further improve its spectral efficiency and error performance, which will be referred to as DFD-SM using
APSK, while maintaining a diversity order of 2NR . Next,
we extend the power allocation concept (PAC) from [15] and
apply it to DFD-SM using APSK in order to reduce the 3 dB
penalty that differential detection is susceptible to. A framework is presented to incorporate an APSK constellation with
the PAC.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
is broken down into 3 subsections. Section 2.1 gives a brief
overview of conventional DFD-SM and introduces its system model. Section 2.2 introduces the proposed DFD-SM
using APSK scheme and Section 2.3 discusses the implementation of the PAC [15] to the proposed system. In Sec. 3,
a derivation of the asymptotic upper bound on the average bit
error probability (ABEP) of the proposed system is provided.
Section 4 provides the simulation results and discussion and
finally Sec. 5 concludes the paper.

In this section, the system model of conventional DFDSM (CDFD-SM), comprising of two transmit antennas and
NR receive antennas, is first introduced. We next introduce
the system model for DFD-SM using APSK. Based on the
PAC of [15], we finally discuss the system model of the PAC
applied to DFD-SM using APSK. Each system is assumed to
have two transmit antennas, NT = 2, and NR receive antennas.

2.1 Conventional DFD-SM (CDFD-SM)
In CDFD-SM, the information bit stream is partitioned
into two parts and mapped to indices (q, l). Index q ∈ {0, 1}

consists of one log2 (NT ) information bit and determines
the selected antenna activation order matrix Aq , where [6]
"
#
"
#
1 0
0
exp (jφ)
A0 =
, A1 =
.
(1)
0 1
exp (jφ)
0
Index l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L − 1} consists of log2 (L) information
and  determines
 j2πu l the
 selected codeword Vl =
 bits
 j2πu
2
1l
,
exp
, where Vl is drawn from
diag exp
L
L
a cyclic signaling unitary constellation [6]. The optimization of parameters u1 , u2 and φ are discussed in [6], in order
to attain a full diversity order. Thus, it can be seen that a total
of 1 + log2 (L) information bits are transmitted per block.
In the t th block of transmission, a C2×2 signal matrix
which encodes the space and time dimensions is defined as
S(t) = Aq(t) Vl(t) . The signal matrix is then differentially encoded into a C2×2 space-time matrix as X(t) = X(t−1) S(t) . In
the initial block, the differentially encoded space-time matrix
is set as X(0) = I2 = V0 , where I2 represents the 2×2 identity
matrix, for simplicity.
The received signal in the t th block is given by
Y(t) = H(t) X(t) + N(t)

(2)

where H(t) ∈ C NR ×2 and N(t) ∈ C NR ×2 are the fading channel
matrix and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel
matrix of the t th transmission, respectively, whose entries
are complex-valued, independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d) Gaussian random variables (RVs) with CN (0, 1) and
CN (0, σn2 ) distributions, respectively. It can be seen that
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the system has an average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
γ̄n = σ12 . Assuming quasi-static fading, H(t) = H(t−1) , the
n
maximum-likelihood (ML) detector can be derived as [6]
 


ˆ = arg max < Tr Y(t) H Y(t−1) Aq̂ V . (3)
( q̂, l)
l̂

the differential detector is considered to have an estimationdetection structure [12]. This implies that the previous received block, is used as an estimation to the fading channel
matrix, in order to coherently detect the information conveyed
in the current received block [12].

2.2 DFD-SM using APSK

Each frame is assumed to contain (K + 1) blocks. K
blocks, defined as normal blocks, will convey information.
The first block transmitted in a frame, defined as a reference
block, will serve as reference to the subsequent K normal
blocks in the frame [15].

q̂ ∈ {0:1}
l̂ ∈ {0:L−1}

This section introduces the system model for DFD-SM
using APSK, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In CDFD-SM, we observe that one block requires two M-PSK symbols to be transmitted, in order to convey log2 (M) information bits. Based
on this, we opt to encode the amplitude of the entire transmit
block and thus use the first method from [10]. Although the
second method [10] has a higher spectral efficiency, an increase in computational complexity will be required at the
receiver. The system can be extended to any number of amplitude levels, but for the purposes of this paper, we will
consider the first method.
Let r L and r H denote the low and high radii of the
L − L APSK constellation, respectively. The radii are set
as r H = 1.265 and r L = 0.632 to satisfy the ring ratio criterion of rrHL = 2 and (r H2 + r L2 )/2 = 1 [9]. Since an ASK
constellation is being added to the cyclic signaling M-PSK
constellation, the design of parameters (u1, u2, φ) will remain
the same as in [6].
In the t th block, log2 (L)+2 information bits are mapped
to (b, q, l) where b ∈ {0, 1} toggles the amplitude of the transmitted symbols according to [9], [10] as


1,
if b = 0,



rH

(4)
=  rL , if b = 1 and a (t−1) = r L ,


 rL , if b = 1 and a (t−1) = r H
 rH
(t−1)
where a
∈ {r L, r H } is the amplitude of the previous transmission X(t−1) . The signal matrix is now differentially encoded in a C2×2 space-time matrix as X(t) = r c(t) X(t−1) S(t) .
In the initial transmission, the differentially encoded matrix
is set as X(0) = r L I2 , where a (0) = r L .
r c(t)

Based on the received signal in (2), the received signal
for DFD-SM using APSK can be re-written as
Y(t) = r c(t) Y(t−1) Aq(t) Vl(t) − r c(t) N(t−1) Aq(t) Vl(t) + N(t) . (5)
From (5), the ML detector can be derived as
ˆ = arg
( b̂, q̂, l)

min
b̂ ∈ {0:1}
q̂ ∈ {0:1}
l̂ ∈ {0:L−1}

Y(t) − r̂ c(t) Y(t−1) Aq̂ Vl̂

The reference (first) block transmitted in a frame is
given by [15]
Yref = Href Xref + Nref
(7)
where Xref = I2 = V0 . The entries of Nref are i.i.d. complex
2 ) distribution. Thus, the refGaussian RVs with a CN (0, σref
erence block has an average SNR of γ̄ref = σ12 = (1 + K α) γ̄,
ref

where α is the fraction of power extracted from the K normal blocks and is allocated to the reference block [15]. The
remaining K received normal blocks are given by
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
Ynorm
= Hnorm
Xnorm
+ Nnorm
,

1≤t≤K

(8)

(t)
where Xnorm
= r p(t) Xref S(t) . Since the proposed scheme does
(t−1)
not rely on any knowledge of the previous transmission Xnorm
(t)
and only relies on Xref = V0 , the definition of r c changes to


r L, if b = 0,
(9)
r p(t) = 
r H, if b = 1.

Note that the radius of the signal matrix is directly set by the
selected bit, as opposed to changing the radius as seen in (4).
(t)
The entries of Nnorm
are also i.i.d. complex Gaussian RVs
2
with a CN (0, σnorm
) distribution. Thus, the normal block
has an average SNR of γ̄norm = σ 21 = (1 − α) γ̄ [15].
norm

(t)
Hnorm
,

Assuming that Href =
received signal in (8) as

1 ≤ t ≤ K, we can re-write the

(t)
(t)
Ynorm
= r p(t) Yref Aq(t) Vl(t) − r p(t) Nref Aq(t) Vl(t) + Nnorm
. (10)

If we analyze the received signal in (10), it is obvious that
the signal contains two noise elements comprising of two
different variances. The effective or total noise variance of
(10) can be calculated as
2
2
2
+ σnorm
.
σeff
= σref

(11)

The ML detector can now be derived following (10) as
2
F

(6)

(
)
where r̂ c(t) ∈ 1, rrHL , rrHL .

2.3 PAC for DFD-SM using APSK
In this subsection, we apply the PAC introduced in [15]
to DFD-SM using APSK. The PAC exploits the fact that

ˆ = arg
( b̂, q̂, l)

min
b̂ ∈ {0:1}
q̂ ∈ {0:1}
l̂ ∈ {0:L−1}

(t)
Ynorm
− r̂ p(t) Yref Aq̂ Vl̂

2
F

(12)

where r̂ p(t) ∈ {r L, r H }.
In [15], the optimum value of α is derived by minimizing the effective noise variance, which was found to be
√
K −1
αopt = √
.
(13)
K+K
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Fig. 3. System model of DFD-SM using APSK.

When selecting the value of K, one should be mindful of the
peak to average power ratio (PAPR) required [12], as well
as the block duration for which the channel remains constant [15], since [10] reports severe performance degradation
in fast fading channels.

3. Asymptotic
Analysis

Error

Performance

We follow the method used in [11] to derive the asymptotic upper bound on the average bit error probability (ABEP)
for DFD-SM using APSK. Using the union bound method,
the ABEP for DFD-SM using APSK is given by
X X

 

1
ABEP ≤
N X(t), X̂(t) P X(t) → X̂(t)
N
b
Nb 2
(t )
(t )
∀X

∀X̂
X̂ (t ) ,X (t )

(14)

where Nb = 2 + log2 (L) is the total number of bits conveyed
by a single transmit block, ∀X(t) is the set of all legitimate
transmit symbols, P X(t) → X̂(t) is the pairwise error probability (PEP) given
that X (t) was transmitted and X̂(t) was

(t)
decoded and N X , X̂(t) is the number of bits in difference
between X(t) and X̂(t) . With the assumption that X̂(t−1) is
right [11], following (6) we have



2
P X(t) → X̂(t) = P Y(t) − r c(t) Y(t−1) S(t)
F

2
− Y(t) − r̂ c(t) Y(t−1) Ŝ(t) > 0 .
F

(15)
Substituting Y(t) = HX(t) + N(t) and Y(t−1) = HX(t−1) +
N(t−1) , where H(t) = H(t−1) = H, we can simplify (15) into






2
P X(t) → X̂(t) = P ||W1 || 2F > H X(t) − X̂(t) + W2
F
(16)
(t−1) S (t) and W
(t) −
where W1 = N(t) − r c(t) N
2 = N


(t) (t−1) (t)
(t)
(t)
r̂ c N
Ŝ . Let D = H X − X̂
= [d1, d2 ], where
N
×1
R
di ∈ C
, i ∈ {1, 2} denotes the column vectors of D, (16)
can be represented as




P X(t) → X̂(t) = P ζ > ||D|| 2F
(17)



where ζ = Tr W2H D + D H W2 [11]. For any given
channel realization, it can be seen that ζ is a complexvalued Gaussian
RV with zero mean and variance of

(t) 2
2
2
σ ζ = 2σn 1 + r̂ c
||D|| 2F [11]. For all possible X(t−1) ,
2

the average value of r̂ c(t) is 1 [11], and thus follows
a CN (0, 4σn2 ||D|| 2F ) distribution. Hence the PEP can be
determined as
u
 v
t

 2 
+
 *.
H X(t) − X̂(t)


F /
// . (18)
P X(t) → X̂(t) = EH Q ..
4σn2


-
 ,

Let ∆ = X(t) − X̂(t) = [Υ1, Υ2 ]T and H = [h1, h2 ],
where Υi ∈ C1×2 and hi ∈ C NR ×1 denotes the i th row of ∆
and the i th row of H, respectively, i ∈ {1, 2}, we can simplify
the numerator of (18) as [11]
X

κ
f
g
EH ||H∆|| 2F = EH 
Υvi 2F hvi 2F 
(19)
 i=1

2 and
where κ is the number of non-zero elements in {Υi }i=1
κ
{vi }i=1 are the corresponding indices of the non-zero elements [11]. Due to the nature of the cyclic signalling set
being used, the rank of ∆ is 2, provided ∆ , 0 and thus full
diversity of order 2NR is obtained [6]. According to [11], it
can be seen that the variable 2 ||hi || 2F follows a Chi-squared
distribution with 2NR degrees of freedom, whose probability
density function (PDF) is given by [11]
!N
1 R x (NR −1) exp (−x/2)
, x ≥ 0. (20)
f 2 | |hi | |2 (x) =
F
2
(NR − 1)!
Using Craig’s alternate
 form of the Gaussian error function,
R π/2
−x 2
1
Q(x) = π 0 exp 2 sin
2 (θ) dθ and (20), (18) can be represented as



P X

(t)

→ X̂

(t)



κ Z ∞
π/2 Y

x (NR −1)
(NR − 1)!
0
0
i=1

Υvi 2F +  
exp − *1 +
x  dx dθ
 ,
8σn2 sin2 (θ) - 
Z π/2 Y
κ 
8σn2 sin2 (θ)  NR
1
≤
dθ.
π 0
Υvi 2F
i=1
(21)

1
=
π

Z
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R π/2
Using the double factorial identity 0 sinn (x)dx =
 
(n−1)!! π
n!!
2 for n being any even integer, we have (21) in
a closed form as

−1

10

−2

10
BER



σ (2κ NR ) 8(κ NR ) (2κ NR − 1)!!
P X(t) → X̂(t) ≤  n
.
 NR
2 Υvi 2F · · · Υvκ 2F
(2κ NR )!!
(22)

10

−3

10

Substituting (22) into (14), a closed form of the upper bound
on the ABEP can be obtained. The upper bound of the ABEP
for the PAC applied to DFD-SM using APSK, can be found
in the appendix.

CDFD−SM Sim
CDFD−SM Theo
DFD−SM APSK Sim
DFD−SM APSK Theo
DFD−SM APSK Power Sim
DFD−SM APSK Power Theo
Coherent DFD−SM APSK
DSM Sim
DSM Theo

−4

10

−5

10

4. Simulations

It can be seen that DFD-SM using APSK outperforms
CDFD-SM. If we consider a BER of 10−4 , we observe that
DFD-SM using APSK has an approximate 1 dB gain over
CDFD-SM, while the power allocation scheme outperforms
CDFD-SM by approximately 3 dB and DFD-SM using APSK
by approximately 2 dB. It can be seen that the power allocation scheme is approximately 1 dB behind that of DFD-SM
using APSK with coherent transmission/detection.
Next, we investigate the effect the frame length has on
the error performance. We choose a frame length of K = 100
and K = 400 for comparison in Fig. 6. We observe a marginal
gain of about 0.5 dB at a target BER of 10−5 for an increase
in frame length. Thus, as K → ∞, coherent performance can
almost be achieved.
According to [6], [11], the upper bound placed on the
exponential function as seen in (21) results in the ABEP being
an approximation of the performance in the high SNR region.
2
2 . Thus we
From Sec. 2.3, it is obvious that σnorm
>> σref
2 ≈ σ2
can assume that σeff
norm at high SNR. Substituting this
approximation into (28), an improved approximation of the
ABEP can be obtained, as seen in Fig. 7. The new bound
is seen to be much tighter in the high SNR region, when
compared to the original bound.
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Fig. 4. BER of CDFD-SM, DFD-SM using APSK and the
PAC applied to DFD-SM using APSK N R = 1.
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Fig. 5. BER of CDFD-SM, DFD-SM using APSK and the
PAC applied to DFD-SM using APSK N R = 2.
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For the simulations, a quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel was assumed. The simulations were performed for one
and two receive antennas. For fairness of comparison, all
systems have a spectral efficiency of 3 bits/s/Hz. First,
we compare DFD-SM using a 16 − 16 APSK constellation with parameters (L, u1, u2, φ) = (16, 1, 7, π/4) against
CDFD-SM [6] using a 32-PSK constellation with parameters (L, u1, u2, φ) = (32, 1, 15, π/4). The PAC applied to
DFD-SM using APSK and DFD-SM using APSK with coherent transmission/detection are included in Fig. 4 and 5,
which have the same parameters as DFD-SM using a 16 − 16
APSK constellation. DSM [1], [2] with two transmit antennas, which transmits a symbol drawn from an 8-PSK constellation in the first time slot and a symbol drawn from
a 4-PSK constellation in the second time slot (in order to
maintain a spectral efficiency of 3 bits/s/Hz), is included for
reference.
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Fig. 6. PAC applied to DFD-SM using APSK for K = 100
and K = 400.

Finally, we verify that αopt [15] minimizes the bit error
performance for DFD-SM using APSK. Using (13), we have
αopt = 0.0818 for K = 100. Figure 8 contains a plot of the
ABEP (28) as a function of α, at γ̄ = 36 dB for NR = 1 and
γ̄ = 20 dB for NR = 2, respectively. From Fig. 8, we observe
that the BER is a minimum when α = αopt .
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an APSK DSM scheme
that is able to achieve a full diversity order of 2NR , referred
to as DFD-SM using APSK. Next we extended the PAC
from [15] to the proposed APSK scheme. The presented
framework for the PAC can now be applied to any differential
scheme utilizing an APSK constellation. A theoretical upper
bound on the BER was derived to validate the simulation results of the proposed schemes. It was shown that the proposed
DFD-SM using APSK scheme outperforms CDFD-SM [6],
and that the proposed PAC applied to DFD-SM using APSK
closes the gap in error performance between differential and
coherent detection, while exhibiting superior performance
over CDFD-SM.
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→ X̂norm
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Appendix 1
Using the PEP method [6], [11], [16], [17], following
(19), the PEP for the PAC applied to DFD-SM using APSK
is given by

 (t)

2
(t)
(t)
P Xnorm
→ X̂norm
= P Ynorm
− r p(t) Yref S(t)
F

2
(t)
− Ynorm − r̂ p(t) Yref Ŝ(t) > 0 .
F

(23)



F

(24)
(t)
(t)
where W1 = Nnorm
− r p(t) Nref S(t) and W2 = Nnorm
−
(t)
r̂ p Nref Ŝ(t) . Proceeding with the analysis we have

 (t)



(t)
P Xnorm
→ X̂norm
= P ζ > ||D|| 2F
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2

(25)



where ζ = Tr W2H D + D H W2 [11]. For any given channel
realization, it can now be seen that ζ is a complex-valued
Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance of


2
2
2
+ σref
r̂ p(t) ||D|| 2F .
σ ζ2 = 2 σnorm

(26)

2

For Xref = I2 , the average value of r̂ p(t) is 1 [9] and thus
2
follows a CN (0, 2σeff
||D|| 2F ) distribution. Hence the PEP
can be determined as
v
 u
u
 (t)
 2 
t
(t)
+
 *.
H Xnorm
− X̂norm
 (t)

(t)
F /
// .
P Xnorm → X̂norm = EH Q ..
2
2σeff


-
 ,
(27)
Following the remaining steps of the derivation, we end up
with the final result of
 (t)

σ (2κ NR ) 4(κ NR ) (2κ NR − 1)!!
(t)
P Xnorm
→ X̂norm
≤  eff
 NR
2 Υvi 2F · · · Υvκ 2F
(2κ NR )!!

 (κ NR )
2 /2
σeff
8(κ NR ) (2κ NR − 1)!!
= 
.
 NR
2 Υvi 2F · · · Υvκ 2F
(2κ NR )!!
(28)

